Bubble growth in cylindrically-shaped optical absorbers during photo-mediated ultrasound therapy.
Photo-mediated ultrasound therapy (PUT) is a non-invasive, agent-free technique to shut down microvessels with high precision by promoting cavitation activity precisely in the targeted microvessels. PUT is based on the photoacoustic (PA) cavitation generated through concurrently applied nanosecond laser pulses and ultrasound bursts. In this study, a PA cavitation model is employed to understand the enhanced cavitation activity during PUT, with full consideration of the optical absorption of blood vessels. Bubble size evolution in cylindrically-shaped optical absorbers (vessels) due to rectified diffusion is simulated. Results show that the ultrasound pressure required for bubble growth decreases dramatically with the increased laser fluence. At a relatively low ultrasound driving pressure, bubble equilibrium radius increases rapidly due to concurrently applied nanosecond laser pulses and ultrasound bursts, resulting in a transition from inertial cavitation to stable cavitation. This inertial to stable transition is verified by the experimentally measured results on 0.76 mm silicone tubes filled with human whole blood with 0.5 MHz ultrasound at 0.243 MPa. This study demonstrated the potential to induce stable bubbles in blood vessels by PUT non-invasively.